[Current detection rates of multiresistant gram negative bacteria (3MRGN, 4MRGN) in patients with chronic leg ulcers].
Due to the increasing problem of antibiotic resistance in gram-negative pathogens, the Commission for Hospital Hygiene and Infection Prevention (KRINKO) decided to establish a new clinically oriented definition of multi-resistance. Gram-negative pathogens with a multidrug-resistance (MRGN) are divided into those with resistance to three (3MRGN) or four (4MRGN) antibiotic groups. In this multicenter study which was done in ten dermatological wound clinics, the bacteriological swabs from up to 100 patients with chronic leg ulcers per center were analyzed according to the current classification KRINKO and evaluated. Overall, the results of 970 patients (553 women, 417 men) could be evaluated. We found 681 gram-positive and 1155 gram-negative bacteria. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was with a detection-rate of 31.1% the most frequent gram-negative pathogen, followed by Proteus mirabilis with 13.7% and various enterobacteria with 28.6%. According to the current KRINKO classification,eight patients with 4MRGN and 34 patients with 3MRGN could be identified. Our results demonstrate the current spectrum of bacteria in patients with chronic leg ulcers with a variety of gram-negative pathogens, some of which are classified as multi-drug resistant. As a clinical consequence some of the patients require individualized preventive measures and therapy.